Seventeenth Century

Explore the century that brought us the Dutch Golden Age, huge gains in scientific knowledge, and the beginnings of the colonization of the New World.

The Fourth in our Historical Fiction Series

**British Isles**

— The School of Night by Louis Bayard *(Multiple Time Periods/Mystery/Secret Society)*

— The King’s Witch by Tracy Borman *(Frances Gorges Trilogy #1/Royal Intrigue/Unusual Women)*

— London in Chains by Gillian Bradshaw *(English Civil War/Women Tradesmen/Romance)*

— The Chocolate Maker’s Wife by Karen Brooks *(Political Intrigue/Unusual Women/Famous Events)*

— Frenchman’s Creek by Daphne Du Maurier *(Romance/Adventure/Piracy)*

— Tidelands by Philippa Gregory *(Fairmile Series #1/English Civil War/Witchcraft Accusations)*

— The Solitude of Thomas Cave by Georgina Harding *(Artic Exploration/Literary Fiction/Man vs. Nature)*

— The Familiars by Stacey Halls *(Witchcraft Accusations/Everyday Life)*

— Royal Escape by Georgette Heyer *(Royal Intrigue/Adventure/English Civil War)*

— A Want of Kindness by Joanne Limburg *(Royal Scheming/Political Intrigue/Biographical Fiction)*

— Daughters of the Witching Hill by Mary Sharratt *(Witchcraft Accusations/Everyday Life)*

— The Midwife’s Tale by Sam Thomas *(Midwife’s Tale #1/Murder Mystery/Female Investigator/English Civil War)*

**North America**

— Caleb’s Crossing by Geraldine Brooks *(Native American Life/Forbidden Romance/Biographical Fiction)*

— Flight of the Sparrow by Amy Belding Brown *(Captivity Narrative/Culture Clash)*

— Shadows on the Rock by Willa Cather *(Canadian Colonies/Everyday Life)*

— Pirate Latitudes by Michael Crichton *(Adventure/Caper Story/Piracy)*

— Bride of New France by Suzanne Desrochers *(Canadian Colonies/Arranged Marriages/Survival)*

— The Peaceable Kingdom by Jan De Hartog *(Quaker Trilogy #1/Religious Founding/Multiple Time Periods)*

— The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne *(Classic/Forbidden Romance)*

— Magic Lessons by Alice Hoffman *(Prequel to Practical Magic/Witchcraft/Fantasy Elements)*

— The Physick Book of Deliverance Dane by Katherine Howe *(Multiple Time Periods/Salem Witch Trials/Mysterious Artifact)*

— The Heretic’s Daughter by Kathleen Kent *(Salem Witch Trials/Mother-Daughter Relationships/Everyday Life)*

— The Wolves of Andover by Kathleen Kent *(Everyday Life/Political intrigue/Romance/Prequel to The Heretics Daughter)*

— Black Robe by Brian Moore *(Native American Life/Missionaries/17th Century Christianity)*
—A Mercy by Toni Morrison
(Slavery/Mother-Daughter Relationships/ Everyday Life)
—The Last Witchfinder by James Morrow
(Adventure/Unusual Women/Famous Faces)
—Beheld by TaraShea Nesbit (Everyday Life/ Political Intrigue/Culture Clash)
—The Winthrop Woman by Anya Seton
(Unusual Women/Everyday Life/Famous Faces)

Continental Europe
—Wolf on a String by Benjamin Black (Murder Mystery/Royal Intrigue)
—Girl with a Pearl Earring by Tracy Chevalier (Famous Faces/Everyday Life/Literary Fiction)
—The Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas (Three Musketeers #1/Classic/Adventure)
—The Mercies by Kiran Millwood Hargrave (LGBTQ/Witchcraft Accusations/Everyday Life)
—Tyll by Daniel Kehlmann (Everyday Life/ Famous Faces/Performing Arts)
—Before Versailles by Karleen Koen (Biographical Fiction/Royal Intrigue/Romance)
—The Coffee Trader by David Liss (17th Century Judaism/Monetary Intrigue/Suspense)
—Tulip Fever by Deborah Moggach (Forbidden Romance/Scheming Family)

Asia and the Middle East
—Silence by Shūsaku Endō (Christianity in Japan/Missionaries/Missing Persons)
—Peony in Love by Lisa See (Romance/ Cultural Restrictions)